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Executive Abstract
PlanetData drives forward the state‐of‐the‐art in large‐scale data management and its application to
create useful, open data sets. This is motivated by





the increasing reliance of business on large public data;
the uptake of open data principles in many vertical sectors, most notably eGovernment, for
public or social good, to increase the efficiency of end‐user services and enable novel business
models; and
the need for research communities to make sense out of petabytes of scientific data, to describe
and expose this data in ways that encourage and enable collaboration.

Research questions relevant to large‐scale data management are inherently interdisciplinary; their
durable resolution requires the building of bridges between the different research communities that
currently exist in isolation from each other.
PlanetData is issuing two calls, allowing new partners to join the network. This white paper summarized:




Call 1 and its results
Two roadmapping workshops that were held to define the content of call 2.
A short summary on potential topics that require longer and more substantial funding than the
two PlanetData calls can provide for the big data community.
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1. PlanetData Call 1
The first call of PlanetData had Consuming Linked Data as a topic:
“We solicit proposals for research projects with a focus on demonstration of developed technologies
in a concrete application context making use of publically available Linked Data sets. Relevant topics
include but are not limited to Web‐scale data management, searching and querying, reasoning,
Linked Sensor Data, quality assessment and data curation, analytics and mining, front‐ends and
visualisation, as well as business and incentives models for data‐driven services and applications.
Submissions should demonstrate the applicability of their research results with an application that
consumes data from the open Web, ideally of societal value, including, but not limited to the
following domains: public sector information and statistical data, bibliographic and media sector
information, life sciences, Earth science and environmental data, geospatial data, as well as
transportation and urban management.” PlanetData, Call 1.
The topic of this call was obvious for the following reason. Linked Open Data or the Web of Data has
gained prominence and size. The original question “where is the semantic web?” has been answered by
this initiative. Quickly, the question was reformulated to “for what is it good for?". The underlying
rationale of the theme of call 1 was to provide support in answering this reformulated question. In
return for this call, PlanetData extended to new, interesting partners and subtasks. The three invited
winning proposals for funding are:




Consuming and Quality Assessment of Linked Data in Urban Environments through Games
with a Purpose led by CEFRIEL.
UrbanGames is a proposal to build a linked data‐empowered application for tourists moving in
the context of an urban environment. The application will be released as a location‐based
mobile app, in order to be operated while “on the go” to provide urban exploration paths to
users. UrbanGames application will be shaped as a Game with a Purpose (GWAP), i.e. an
interactive gaming application that serves the double purpose of entertaining the tourists and
gathering high‐quality data about the urban environment through social computation. The game
will propose a set of simple challenges and quizzes to users; by participating in the game and
answering to the questions/challenges, users will provide valuable information about the urban
environment in which they are moving. As such, UrbanGames will be able to (1) consume
existing “clean” urban linked data, (2) assess and improve urban linked data of “doubtful”
quality and (3) produce new “unknown” urban linked data. The result will be a clean and
exploitable urban‐related dataset that could be of interest to several different stakeholders:
local authorities for governmental policy purposes, local businesses for marketing/attractiveness
analysis and visitors services for tourism information.
Consuming and Improving Norwegian Linked Open Data for Regional Development and
Environmental Friendly Behavior led by Computas AS.
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With Norway being one of the few countries outside of the English speaking world with a clear
governmental strategy and commitment to open data, combined with one of the highest
Internet penetration and mobile access in Europe, it offers interesting opportunities for
becoming a great testbed for consuming Linked Open Data (LOD). With this project we aim at
establishing such a testbed – PlanetData‐NorthPole – by creating applications consuming
Norwegian LOD and showing practical benefits of aggregating open data. This will be achieved
by developing two case studies in highly sensitive domains for governments and the general
public such as regional development and environmentally friendly behaviour, and then offer the
gained experience to other countries interested in applying LOD in such domains. By developing
the case studies we will not only demonstrate the benefits of open data, but will also make
contributions to the improvement and extension of the Norwegian LOD.


ParkMe: Linked Open Parking Data led by Open University.
ParkMe is a mobile and Web application that combines geographic data and parking space
information with user location, social networks and other data sources in order to let its users
conveniently find parking and related value‐add services when coming to work or driving into
town. In light of the scarcity of authoritative parking space data, the application crowd‐sources
the collection of parking data to its users. To work with the multitude of heterogeneous data
sources and services, and to generate and publish the crowd‐sourced parking data, ParkMe uses
state‐of‐the‐art Semantic Web Service technologies—in particular those developed in the EU
project SOA4All—that are aimed mainly at integration of online services and Web APIs in
distributed applications such as ParkMe. The objective of the project is to showcase the
underlying technologies in a Linked Data application that both consumes data from diverse
sources and produces linked data of its own. ParkMe is a Web and mobile application that ties
crowdsourcing with Linked Data and social networks.

See for more details: http://www.planet‐data.eu/news/result‐planetdata‐first‐call
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2. PlanetData Call 2
In the following, we summarize the talks given at the two roadmapping workshops for Call 2.

2.1 First PlanetData Roadmapping Workshop
Date: Monday, 14 November, 2011. The slides are provided in the appendix.
Semantics and Scalability is not a contradiction
Ian Horrocks, University of Oxford
So called "Semantic Technologies" are rapidly becoming mainstream technologies, with RDF and OWL
now being deployed in diverse application domains, and with major technology vendors starting to
augment their existing systems accordingly. For example, Oracle Inc. recently enhanced its well‐known
database management system with modules that use RDF/OWL ontologies to support "semantic data
management", and their product brochure lists numerous application areas that can benefit from this
technology, including Enterprise Information Integration, Knowledge Mining, Finance, Compliance
Management and Life Science Research. This is, however, only the first step for Semantic Web research;
we need to demonstrate that the Semantic Technologies we are developing can (be made to) exhibit
robust scalability if deployments in large scale applications are to be successful. In this talk I will review
the evolution of Semantic Technologies to date, and show how research ideas from logic based
knowledge representation developed into a mainstream technology. I will then go on to examine the
scalability challenges arising from deployment in large scale applications, and discuss ongoing research
aimed at addressing them.
Semantic Web Directions
Peter Mika, Yahoo
In this talk, Peter Mika will describe some of the ways in which semantic technologies are currently
being used at Yahoo! in both search and online media. In turn, he will reflect on what pieces of the
Semantic Web have proved to be useful for Yahoo! in the past, and where he sees the potential for
future Semantic Web research.
Publishing, sharing, and exploring online data
Guus Schreiber, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
In this talk I will try to list critical challenges for making online data useful to a wide audience, including
companies and citizens. Trust is an issue which requires both research and easy‐to‐understand concepts
for getting this across and accepted. Other issues include the need for data authorities, a simple but
effective versioning strategy and new ways of exploring data (i.e., moving beyond the Google paradigm).
And, finally we need to consider whether data representation formats are really a bottleneck, or if we
are just too fixated on them.
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Problem Solving Methods for the Semantic Web: back to the future
Frank van Harmelen, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
We know how to write ontologies, and we know how to publish data on the web. We even have
relatively stable theories and tools for this. But once these data are published, there is neither theory
nor tooling for how to build the applications that use the ontologies and datasets. In order to really
propel the Web of Data forward, we need libraries of problem solving components that can be reused
and reconfigured to build applications in a more cost‐effective and reliable manner than is currently
done (which is: from the ground up, every time again). The extensive work on Knowledge Engineering in
the 1990s has resulted in a systematic analysis of task‐types, and the corresponding problem solving
methods that can be deployed for different types of tasks. That analysis was the basis for a sound and
widely accepted methodology for building knowledge‐based systems, and has made it is possible to
build libraries of reusable models, methods and code. We need to re‐use these lessons from the past,
and adapt them to our new Web‐based world. Both theories, and tools.
LOD Benchmark Council
Peter Boncz, CWI and Orri Erling, Open Link
The emergence of the LODBC community will accelerate development in performance and scalability of
RDF and graph databases as well as drive convergence of functionality and will finally provide the
growing end user community with fair and mutually comparable metrics for guiding product selection.
This constitutes a win‐win scenario for both vendor and user communities and will contribute towards a
rapid maturation of the technology, similarly to what has happened in the relational arena with the first
TPC benchmarks.







Create a forum for cooperation between vendors and academia around the topic of
benchmarking. A benchmarking effort without sufficient involvement from the vendor
community will not be credible, hence the aspect of community building and cooperation and
eventual consensus between vendors on what constitutes relevant and fair benchmarking is
central to the LODBC initiative.
Develop benchmark workloads, data generators and test drivers for measuring the performance
of RDF and/or graph databases.
Carry out and publish benchmarks in close cooperation with the vendors of the systems being
benchmarked.
Provide a TPC‐style auditing service for certifying results published by vendors for benchmarks
endorsed by the LODBC.
Create a long‐lived, industry supported association similar to the TPC for continued cooperation
around benchmarking and for functioning as a clearinghouse for publishing audited benchmark
results.

Summary
Up until now there was no clear winning topic such as consuming linked data in call 1. One stream was
to generalize consuming LOD, i.e., a generic service layer over Linked Open Data (LOD) helping to build
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data rich applications easily. A second stream was to focus rather on impact than on another tiny
research task. However, it was not really clear how to formulate this as a call. A proposal from the first
PlanetData review in December was to ask for applications that eat our dog food, i.e., that make use of
the RDFa, microdata, RDF, and SPARQL interface of our web site. Using the budget to better support
associate partners was another proposal favored by the PlanetData consortium.

2.2 Second PlanetData Roadmapping Workshop
Date: Wednesday, 8 February, 2012. The slides are provided in the appendix.
Big Data: alignment of Supply and Demand
Nuria de Lama, ATOS
From an industrial point of view there are still shortcomings in the areas of (Big) data storage, processing
and analysis, besides data usage. With respect to data storage, requirements are extremely demanding
because of the continuous data growth (Internet of Things or data generated by social networks are only
two examples of this trend). Further solutions should be explored and analyzed in connection with
Cloud‐based solutions. In terms of data processing and analysis we are especially interested in
innovative technologies that satisfy the aspect of “real time”. In many sectors, like banking & finance,
results have to be available as soon as data are available; otherwise they are useless.
Europe is lagging behind US in technology adoption, and here, the concept of tools for data usage
becomes very relevant. We think that generation of more knowledge and technology should fit the
agendas in the medium to long term as part of a positioning strategy of Europe, but the only way to
make our technology successful in the market is to come up with rapid prototypes. Therefore, in our
opinion data usage should be a priority for the short term. Identifying good scenarios for technology
deployment and validation, including synergies with other initiatives (such as the Future Internet PPP,
but also others) would benefit technology adoption and thus, impact awareness. The technical approach
should be accompanied by other actions that reinforce strategies for opening data without disregarding
security and privacy, business models or provenance.
Perspectives for Open Data and large data analytics
Georg Hackenbroich, SAP Research
In his talk Gregor Hackenbroich presents perspectives and challenges for Open Data. While Open Data
adoption has been mostly focused on search and classification, Open Data analytics is a rich and
promising area for research and applications.
Linked Open Data and RDF Stores meet Search Based Applications
Christoph Goller, Intrafind
Search Based Applications (SBAs) are increasingly used not only on the internet, but also within
companies and organizations as simple‐to‐use unified information access tool to big data. The reason for
this is that they bring together data from multiple sources (structured and unstructured), they offer
massive scalability, and they provide the excellent usability known from web search and web shops.
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However, SBAs are often limited by not making enough use of semantic technologies. Therefore the
combination of SBAs and semantic technologies should be a priority. We recommend focusing on the
following topics:
1. Semantics can be extracted from unstructured text by using natural language processing techniques
(NLP). This has been demonstrated in numerous research projects. Unfortunately, applying these
techniques in the enterprise context (in various languages) often requires costly domain‐specific
developments. We need publicly available (open‐source) tools that are really scalable to big data
and that allow rapid development of NLP techniques (e.g. information extraction) for specific
domains.
2. The internet not only consists of text. A lot of data associated with semantics (linked open data) is
also available. This rich treasure should be used to improve NLP methods and SBAs in general.
3. As SBAs tend to use more semantic technologies, they should more closely integrate techniques for
storing semantic/ontological knowledge such as RDF Stores. On the one hand performance and
scalability issues have to be tackled; on the other hand a simple unified intuitive user interface for
accessing text and semantic/ontological content is required, since currently available query
languages for RDF Stores such as SPARQL are only usable by IT experts.
Opinion Analytics: a virtuous circle for business and society
Hugo Zaragoza, Websays
There is a special subset of "online content" formed by opinions, complaints, pleas, calls to actions,
endorsements, etc. of very high value to companies, medias and the public in general. Currently this
data is being stored and harnessed by large (mostly American) corporations which sell analytic services
to first‐tear costumers. It is important that we develop the science and technology necessary to close
the loop, exposing back to the public the fruits of the analysis. This would allow SMEs, communities and
individuals to profit from this data. Some example use‐cases that this would enable:



I would like an overview of what has been said about a high‐school, a hospital, a medical
treatment.
A politician would like a report of what is being said online about the creation of a new highway.

These are operations that can already be carried out by large corporations, but they are too expensive
for small to medium size companies, individuals, communities, interest groups, Medias, etc. And the
results of these analysis cannot be "given back to the internet" to profit others. For example, it is
impossible to "search" for this analysis; we can only search for the data.
Big Data Requirements for Environmental Sensing
Joachim Schaper , AGT
Summary
The presentations from the industrial representatives all emphasized the strong impact on enterprises
that will be generated by the availability and steady flow of data that comes from sensor networks,
social networks, enterprise‐internal and –external business process and customer data as well as Linked
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Open Data. They also made clear that the available data have to be supplemented with effective means
to include these data into applications, to integrate these data that come from a large number of
sources as well as to analyze these data and make predictions in near‐real time. It also became obvious
that a lot of important industrial sectors, like e.g. manufacturing, retail, logistics or energy, as well as
public sectors, like e.g. ehealth or urban management, will benefit from these developments.
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3. Conclusions
Helping to produce and maintain large linked data sets is a prerequisite for the further growth and
uptake of Linked Open Data (LOD). For example, the leading LOD2 project aims at tackling these
challenges by developing enterprise‐ready tools and methodologies for exposing and managing very
large amounts of structured information on the Data Web.1 A second essential step is to provide support
for building applications based on these data sets. Instead of being forced to building those ineffectively
from scratch, a generic layer may provide reusable elements that ease the application building process.
For example, in LarKc we build a general workflow layer on top of a data repository layer that ease the
building process of applications that combine (mashup) several data intensive processes.2 David calls
such a layer the application layer (see figure below), however, we rather propose a layer that facilitates
the building of applications by providing reusable elements for this task.

Taken from http://www.timdavies.org.uk/wp‐content/uploads/IKMLI‐LOD‐Stack‐Draft‐Diagram.png
1
2

http://lod2.eu/Welcome.html
http://www.larkc.eu/
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An industrial standard for providing reusable enterprise integrations standards are web service or more
general service oriented architectures. Taking the next step in adding a layer on top of the LOD2
architecture by generalizing the LarKc results could be a promising line of future innovation. Also
initiatives at W3C point in such a direction by defining data endpoints (i.e., SPARQL) endpoints as
services bridging the world of Linked Open Data and (web) services.3 Actually Europe is leading this
integration of LOD and RESTful services and thus well positioned to define such a service layer on top of
big data

3

SPARQL 1.1 Service Description, W3C Working Draft 05 January 2012.
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S EMANTICS u S CALABILITY |= ⊥ ?
Ian Horrocks
Department of Computer Science
University of Oxford

Joint Work with B. Cuenca Grau, B. Motik and G. Stoilos
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SNOMED CT GALEN
FMA
GO
#concepts
315,489 23,136
78,977 19,468
#roles
58
950
7
1
#axioms
430,844 36,547 121,712 28,897
#v
>1011
>108
>109
>108
CB
13.9
1.4
0.7
0.1
jCEL
661.6
32.5
12.4
2.9
Snorocket
24.5
2.3
1.6
0.3
ELK (1 worker)
13.15
1.33
0.44
0.20
ELK (2 workers)
7.65
0.90
0.38
0.18
ELK (3 workers)
5.66
0.80
0.39
0.19
ELK (4 workers)
5.02
0.77
0.39
0.19
Tested on Quad Core 2GHz Intel Core i7, Java 1.6 4GB heap.
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Plant Anat. SWEET-P
NCI-2 DOLCE-P
Logic
SHIF
SHOIN
ALCH
SHOIN
#classes
19,145
1,728
70,576
118
#properties
82
145
189
264
#axioms
35,770
2,419 100,304
265
#v
>108
>106
>109
>104
HermiT
11.2
11.2
—
105.1
Pellet
87.2
—
172.0
105.1
FaCT++
22.9
0.2
60.7
—
Tested on 2.2 GHz MacBook Pro with 2 GB heap.
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3) OISs that use full power of OWL and an incomplete reasoner:
(+) Well-suited for modeling complex domains
(+) Favourable scalability properties
(+) Flexibility: no inputs rejected
(-) Unreliable answers (not guaranteed complete)
(-) Degree of incompleteness is unknown
Incomplete ontology reasoners:

Oracle’s Semantic Datastore, Sesame, Jena, OWLim,
Minerva, DLE-Jena,. . .

Based on RDF triple stores and deductive database
technologies
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T -completeness w.r.t. QL (fix T ):
Is a given incomplete reasoner (Q, T )-complete
for all queries in QL?
If so, we can enjoy the “best” of both worlds:
(+) Scalable query answering
(+) Reliable (sound and complete) query answers
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Minimum requirement:

Monotonicity and weak faithfulness for fixed Q and T .

Testing properties for given “black box” reasoner may be infeasible

But all reasoners we know of are clearly intended to satisfy them

Examples of reasoning “algorithms” not satisfying these properties:

ABox monotonicity: Reasoner processes only inputs with ABoxes
up to a certain size and returns ∅ otherwise

Weak faithfulness: Reasoner that, e.g. for trust reasons, removes
all ABox facts involving individuals from a “blacklisted” source

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Strong faithfulness: Reasoner that matches distinct query
variables only to different individuals
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T ESTING R EASONERS
Checking (Q, T )-completeness (conceptually):

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

simply(!) check each (of infinitely many) possible ABox
−→ compare query answers with a complete reasoner
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T ESTING R EASONERS
Checking (Q, T )-completeness (conceptually):

simply(!) check each (of infinitely many) possible ABox
−→ compare query answers with a complete reasoner

But in practice, we can only perform a finite number of tests
A T -test suite: pair S = hS⊥ , SQ i where

S⊥ is a finite set of ABoxes unsatisfiable w.r.t. T ;

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

SQ is a finite set of pairs hA, Yi where A is satisfiable w.r.t.
T and Y is a UCQ
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T ESTING R EASONERS
Checking (Q, T )-completeness (conceptually):

simply(!) check each (of infinitely many) possible ABox
−→ compare query answers with a complete reasoner

But in practice, we can only perform a finite number of tests
A T -test suite: pair S = hS⊥ , SQ i where

S⊥ is a finite set of ABoxes unsatisfiable w.r.t. T ;

SQ is a finite set of pairs hA, Yi where A is satisfiable w.r.t.
T and Y is a UCQ
Reasoner passes S if:
Finds T ∪ A unsatisfiable for each A ∈ S⊥ ;

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Returns complete answers to Y w.r.t. T ∪ A for each
hA, Yi ∈ SQ
Ian Horrocks
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Exhaustive test suites:

T EST S UITES

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

S is exhaustive for class of reasoners C and UCQ Q if each
reasoner r ∈ C that passes S is (Q, T )-complete
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S is exhaustive for class of reasoners C and UCQ Q if each
reasoner r ∈ C that passes S is (Q, T )-complete
Simple test suites:

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

S is simple if Q is the only query occurring in SQ
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Exhaustive test suites:

T EST S UITES

S is exhaustive for class of reasoners C and UCQ Q if each
reasoner r ∈ C that passes S is (Q, T )-complete
Simple test suites:

S is simple if Q is the only query occurring in SQ
Key Observation:

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

If, given Q and T , we can compute an exhaustive T -test
suite for a (class of) reasoner(s), then we can check if they
are complete for any data set
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Exhaustive test suites:

T EST S UITES

S is exhaustive for class of reasoners C and UCQ Q if each
reasoner r ∈ C that passes S is (Q, T )-complete
Simple test suites:

S is simple if Q is the only query occurring in SQ
Key Observation:

If, given Q and T , we can compute an exhaustive T -test
suite for a (class of) reasoner(s), then we can check if they
are complete for any data set

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

First question: Is this even possible?
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A N EXAMPLE

Consider the following (algorithmic) classes of reasoner:
rdf: ignores T and evaluates Q w.r.t. A only

rdfs: translates the RFDS subset of T into a datalog program
and then evaluates such program w.r.t. Q and. A

rl: translates the OWL 2 RL subset of T into a datalog program
and then evaluates such program w.r.t. Q and. A

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

classify: classifies T with complete reasoner; extends T with
new subsumptions; calls rl with input Q, A and extended TBox
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A N EXAMPLE

Consider the following (algorithmic) classes of reasoner:
rdf: ignores T and evaluates Q w.r.t. A only

rdfs: translates the RFDS subset of T into a datalog program
and then evaluates such program w.r.t. Q and. A

rl: translates the OWL 2 RL subset of T into a datalog program
and then evaluates such program w.r.t. Q and. A

classify: classifies T with complete reasoner; extends T with
new subsumptions; calls rl with input Q, A and extended TBox
Note:

All such reasoners incomplete for the lightweight logic EL

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

All such reasoners are monotonic and (strongly) faithful

Ian Horrocks
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Q

T

=

=

A N E XAMPLE
9
>
>
>
>
=

CalcCo v MathCo

8
>
>
>
>
<

>
>
>
>
;

∃takes.MathCo v St

>
> MathSt v ∃takes.MathCo
>
>
:
St u Prof v ⊥

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

{St(x) ∧ takesCo(x, y) ∧ MathCo(y) → Q(x)}
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A N E XAMPLE
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=

CalcCo v MathCo

8
>
>
>
>
<

>
>
>
>
;

∃takes.MathCo v St

>
> MathSt v ∃takes.MathCo
>
>
:
St u Prof v ⊥

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

A2 = {takesCo(c, c), MathCo(c)}
A4 = {takesCo(c, c), CalcCo(c)}
A6 = {St(c), Prof(c)}

{St(x) ∧ takesCo(x, y) ∧ MathCo(y) → Q(x)}

A1 = {takesCo(c, d), MathCo(d)}
A3 = {takesCo(c, d), CalcCo(d)}
A5 = {MathSt(c)}
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Q

T

=

=

A N E XAMPLE
9
>
>
>
>
=

CalcCo v MathCo

8
>
>
>
>
<

>
>
>
>
;

∃takes.MathCo v St

>
> MathSt v ∃takes.MathCo
>
>
:
St u Prof v ⊥

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

rl: Fails for A5 (×)
√
classify: Passes all tests ( )

A2 = {takesCo(c, c), MathCo(c)}
A4 = {takesCo(c, c), CalcCo(c)}
A6 = {St(c), Prof(c)}

{St(x) ∧ takesCo(x, y) ∧ MathCo(y) → Q(x)}

A1 = {takesCo(c, d), MathCo(d)}
A3 = {takesCo(c, d), CalcCo(d)}
A5 = {MathSt(c)}

rdfs: Fails all tests (×)

rdf: Fails all tests (×)

Ian Horrocks
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L IMITS OF T ECHNIQUE

(Q, T )-monotonicity is necessary, regardless of Q and T .

T HEOREM

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Let T and Q be arbitrary. No T -test suite exists that is exhaustive for Q and
the class of all sound and strongly faithful reasoners applicable to T .
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T HEOREM
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Let T be an arbitrary satisfiable TBox and Q an arbitrary UCQ. No T -test suite
exists that is exhaustive for Q and the class of all sound and monotonic
reasoners applicable to T .
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L IMITS OF T ECHNIQUE

(Q, T )-monotonicity is necessary, regardless of Q and T .

T HEOREM

Let T and Q be arbitrary. No T -test suite exists that is exhaustive for Q and
the class of all sound and strongly faithful reasoners applicable to T .

Weak faithfulness is necessary, regardless of Q and T .

T HEOREM

Let T be an arbitrary satisfiable TBox and Q an arbitrary UCQ. No T -test suite
exists that is exhaustive for Q and the class of all sound and monotonic
reasoners applicable to T .

Monotonicity and faithfulness are sometimes not sufficient

T HEOREM

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

For Q = {A(x) → Q(x)} and T = {∃R.A v A}, no T -test suite exists that is
exhaustive for Q and the class of all sound, monotonic, and strongly faithful
reasoners applicable to T .
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C OMPUTING E XHAUSTIVE T EST S UITES

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

UCQ rewriting: UCQ that captures all the information from T
relevant for answering Q w.r.t. arbitrary ABoxes.
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UCQ rewriting: UCQ that captures all the information from T
relevant for answering Q w.r.t. arbitrary ABoxes.
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A UCQ rewriting is guaranteed to exist for T in the OWL 2 QL profile.
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C OMPUTING E XHAUSTIVE T EST S UITES

UCQ rewriting: UCQ that captures all the information from T
relevant for answering Q w.r.t. arbitrary ABoxes.

A UCQ rewriting is guaranteed to exist for T in the OWL 2 QL profile.

Compute a UCQ rewriting of Q w.r.t. T

Computing a simple T -test suite S exhaustive for reasoner R:
1

Replace variables in the rewriting with individuals in all possible
ways (full instantiation).

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

2
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C OMPUTING E XHAUSTIVE T EST S UITES

UCQ rewriting: UCQ that captures all the information from T
relevant for answering Q w.r.t. arbitrary ABoxes.

A UCQ rewriting is guaranteed to exist for T in the OWL 2 QL profile.

1

Replace variables in the rewriting with individuals in all possible
ways (full instantiation).

Compute a UCQ rewriting of Q w.r.t. T

Computing a simple T -test suite S exhaustive for reasoner R:

2

T HEOREM

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

The full instantiation of a UCQ rewriting of Q w.r.t. T is a simple test
suite that is exhaustive for R.

Ian Horrocks
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E XAMPLE
takesCo(x, y) ∧ MathCo(y) →

Q(x)

Q(x)

UCQ rewriting for our running example:

takesCo(x, y) ∧ CalcCo(y) →

Q(x)
⊥

MathSt(x) →

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

St(x) ∧ Prof(x) →
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E XAMPLE
takesCo(x, y) ∧ MathCo(y) →

Q(x)

Q(x)

UCQ rewriting for our running example:

takesCo(x, y) ∧ CalcCo(y) →

Q(x)
⊥

MathSt(x) →
St(x) ∧ Prof(x) →
Full instantiation of the rewriting

A2 = {takesCo(c, c), MathCo(c)}
A4 = {takesCo(c, c), CalcCo(c)}
A6 = {St(c), Prof(c)}

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

A1 = {takesCo(c, d), MathCo(d)}
A3 = {takesCo(c, d), CalcCo(d)}
A5 = {MathSt(c)}
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E XAMPLE
takesCo(x, y) ∧ MathCo(y) →

Q(x)

Q(x)

UCQ rewriting for our running example:

takesCo(x, y) ∧ CalcCo(y) →

Q(x)
⊥

MathSt(x) →

A2 = {takesCo(c, c), MathCo(c)}
A4 = {takesCo(c, c), CalcCo(c)}
A6 = {St(c), Prof(c)}

St(x) ∧ Prof(x) →
Full instantiation of the rewriting
A1 = {takesCo(c, d), MathCo(d)}
A3 = {takesCo(c, d), CalcCo(d)}
A5 = {MathSt(c)}

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Now provably an exhaustive test suite !!
Ian Horrocks
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P RACTICAL C ONSIDERATIONS

In practice, we want test suites that are as small as possible.

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Minimise UCQ rewriting prior to its instantiation.
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P RACTICAL C ONSIDERATIONS

In practice, we want test suites that are as small as possible.
Minimise UCQ rewriting prior to its instantiation.
Well-known minimisation techniques
query condensation, query subsumption, . . .
Even with minimal rewritings, there are other issues

A2 = {takesCo(c, c), MathCo(c)}
A4 = {takesCo(c, c), CalcCo(c)}
A6 = {St(c), Prof(c)}
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A3 = {takesCo(c, d), CalcCo(d)}
A5 = {MathSt(c)}
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P RACTICAL C ONSIDERATIONS

In practice, we want test suites that are as small as possible.
Minimise UCQ rewriting prior to its instantiation.
Well-known minimisation techniques
query condensation, query subsumption, . . .
Even with minimal rewritings, there are other issues

A2 = {takesCo(c, c), MathCo(c)}
A4 = {takesCo(c, c), CalcCo(c)}
A6 = {St(c), Prof(c)}

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

exponential blowup w.r.t. rewriting size

A1 = {takesCo(c, d), MathCo(d)}
A3 = {takesCo(c, d), CalcCo(d)}
A5 = {MathSt(c)}
Full instantiation

Ian Horrocks
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S TRONGLY FAITHFUL R EASONERS
Stronger Requirement on Reasoners:

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Monotonicity and strong faithfulness for fixed Q and T .
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S TRONGLY FAITHFUL R EASONERS
Stronger Requirement on Reasoners:

Monotonicity and strong faithfulness for fixed Q and T .
Strong faithfulness is a reasonable assumption:

Algorithms rdf, rdfs, rl and classify are all strongly faithful
Example of a non-strongly faithful algorithm: rdf6=

A2 = {takesCo(c, c), MathCo(c)}
A4 = {takesCo(c, c), CalcCo(c)}
A6 = {St(c), Prof(c)}

Matches distinct query variables only to different individuals

A1 = {takesCo(c, d), MathCo(d)}
A3 = {takesCo(c, d), CalcCo(d)}
A5 = {MathSt(c)}

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Returns empty set of answers to Q w.r.t. T and both A2 and A4
Ian Horrocks
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T HEOREM

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

The injective instantiation of a UCQ rewriting of Q w.r.t. T is a simple
test suite that is exhaustive for strongly faithful reasoners.
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T HEOREM

The injective instantiation of a UCQ rewriting of Q w.r.t. T is a simple
test suite that is exhaustive for strongly faithful reasoners.

takesCo(x, y) ∧ CalcCo(y) →

takesCo(x, y) ∧ MathCo(y) →

Q(x)

Q(x)

Q(x)

UCQ rewriting for our running example:

MathSt(x) →

⊥

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

St(x) ∧ Prof(x) →
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T HEOREM

The injective instantiation of a UCQ rewriting of Q w.r.t. T is a simple
test suite that is exhaustive for strongly faithful reasoners.

Q(x)

Q(x)

UCQ rewriting for our running example:

takesCo(x, y) ∧ CalcCo(y) →

takesCo(x, y) ∧ MathCo(y) →

Q(x)
⊥

MathSt(x) →
St(x) ∧ Prof(x) →
Injective instantiation of the rewriting

A3 = {takesCo(c, d), CalcCo(d)}
A6 = {St(c), Prof(c)}

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

A1 = {takesCo(c, d), MathCo(d)}
A5 = {MathSt(c)}
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T HEOREM

The injective instantiation of a UCQ rewriting of Q w.r.t. T is a simple
test suite that is exhaustive for strongly faithful reasoners.

takesCo(x, y) ∧ CalcCo(y) →

takesCo(x, y) ∧ MathCo(y) →

Q(x)

Q(x)

Q(x)

UCQ rewriting for our running example:

MathSt(x) →

⊥

A3 = {takesCo(c, d), CalcCo(d)}
A6 = {St(c), Prof(c)}

St(x) ∧ Prof(x) →
Injective instantiation of the rewriting
A1 = {takesCo(c, d), MathCo(d)}
A5 = {MathSt(c)}

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Test suite is now linear in the size of the rewriting
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B EYOND OWL QL

Another look at implemented incomplete ontology reasoners

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Jena, OWLim, Minerva, Virtuoso, DLE-Jena, Sesame . . .
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B EYOND OWL QL

Another look at implemented incomplete ontology reasoners

Jena, OWLim, Minerva, Virtuoso, DLE-Jena, Sesame . . .

Project T into an different set of formulas FT (e.g., datalog rules)

How do these systems work?
1

Evaluate Q over FT ∪ A

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

2
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B EYOND OWL QL

Another look at implemented incomplete ontology reasoners

Jena, OWLim, Minerva, Virtuoso, DLE-Jena, Sesame . . .

1

Evaluate Q over FT ∪ A

Project T into an different set of formulas FT (e.g., datalog rules)

How do these systems work?

2

rdf: FT is empty

rdfs: FT is Prdfs (translation of the RFDS subset of T into datalog)

rl: FT is Prl (translation of the OWL RL subset of T into datalog).

classify: FT is Prl together with the rules for the entailed hierarchy.

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

We call such algorithms First-order reproducible
Ian Horrocks
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DATALOG ±,∨ -R EWRITINGS

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

datalog±,∨ program capturing all info from T relevant to answering Q
w.r.t. arbitrary ABoxes.
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DATALOG ±,∨ -R EWRITINGS

datalog±,∨ program capturing all info from T relevant to answering Q
w.r.t. arbitrary ABoxes.

Compute a datalog±,∨ -rewriting of Q w.r.t. T

Computing an exhaustive (non-simple) test suite:
1

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

2 Compute each pair hA, Yi by instantiating the body and head of
rule respectively (existentially quantified variables not
instantiated).
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DATALOG ±,∨ -R EWRITINGS

datalog±,∨ program capturing all info from T relevant to answering Q
w.r.t. arbitrary ABoxes.

Compute a datalog±,∨ -rewriting of Q w.r.t. T

Computing an exhaustive (non-simple) test suite:
1

2 Compute each pair hA, Yi by instantiating the body and head of
rule respectively (existentially quantified variables not
instantiated).

T HEOREM

Injective instantiation of a datalog±,∨ rewriting of Q w.r.t. T is a T -test
suite that is exhaustive for Q and all FO-reproducible reasoners
applicable to T .

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Intuitively, we check whether FT entails each rule in the rewriting
Ian Horrocks
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E XAMPLE

∀x, y.[R(x, y) ∧ A(y) → B(x)]

Query: Q = {A(x) → Q(x)}
TBox T :
∃R.A v B

∀x.[B(x) → C(x)]

∀x, y.[R(x, y) ∧ C(y) → A(x)]

∀x.[A(x) ∧ D(x) → ⊥]

∀x.[C(x) → ∃y.[R(x, y) ∧ D(y)]]

BvC

∃R.C v A
C v ∃R.D

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

AuDv⊥
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E XAMPLE

∀x, y.[R(x, y) ∧ A(y) → B(x)]

Query: Q = {A(x) → Q(x)}
TBox T :
∃R.A v B

∀x.[A(x) ∧ D(x) → ⊥]

∀x.[C(x) → ∃y.[R(x, y) ∧ D(y)]]

∀x.[B(x) → C(x)]

∀x, y.[R(x, y) ∧ C(y) → A(x)]

C v ∃R.D

BvC

∃R.C v A

AuDv⊥

h{R(c, d), A(d)}, {B(c) → Q0 }i

Datalog rewriting of Q w.r.t. T and injective instantiation :
R(x, y) ∧ A(y) → B(x)

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

{A(c), D(c)}

h{A(c)}, {A(x) → Q(x)}i

h{B(c)}, {C(c) → Q0 }i

h{R(c, d), C(d)}, {A(c) → Q0 }i
B(x) → C(x)

R(x, y) ∧ C(y) → A(x)
A(x) → Q(x)
A(x) ∧ D(x) → ⊥

Ian Horrocks
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P RACTICAL C ONSIDERATIONS

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Test suites are linear in the size of the datalog±,∨ rewriting.
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P RACTICAL C ONSIDERATIONS

Test suites are linear in the size of the datalog±,∨ rewriting.

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

For a wide range of T and Q, a datalog±,∨ rewriting can be computed
using equivalence-preserving transformations of T .
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P RACTICAL C ONSIDERATIONS

Test suites are linear in the size of the datalog±,∨ rewriting.

For a wide range of T and Q, a datalog±,∨ rewriting can be computed
using equivalence-preserving transformations of T .

Availability of tools for computing datalog rewritings (e.g., REQUIEM)

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

This makes the idea widely applicable
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P RACTICAL C ONSIDERATIONS

Test suites are linear in the size of the datalog±,∨ rewriting.

For a wide range of T and Q, a datalog±,∨ rewriting can be computed
using equivalence-preserving transformations of T .

This makes the idea widely applicable

Availability of tools for computing datalog rewritings (e.g., REQUIEM)

Warning:

Tools such as REQUIEM compute rewritings with fresh symbols
Such symbols need to be eliminated via unfolding

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Unfolding is typically possible in practice
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G ETTING THE QUERY OUT OF THE PICTURE

(Q, T )-completeness:
Does a given incomplete reasoner return
complete answers to Q w.r.t. T and an arbitrary dataset?

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

T likely to be fixed at design time, but Q may depend on the user.
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G ETTING THE QUERY OUT OF THE PICTURE

(Q, T )-completeness:
Does a given incomplete reasoner return
complete answers to Q w.r.t. T and an arbitrary dataset?

T likely to be fixed at design time, but Q may depend on the user.

T -completeness w.r.t. QL:
Is a reasoner (Q, T )-complete for all queries in QL?
We focus on QL being the language of ground UCQs

Queries were all variables in the body occur in the head.

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

SPARQL treats all query variables as answer variables

Ian Horrocks
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G ETTING THE QUERY OUT OF THE PICTURE
Ground rewriting of T :

datalog∨ program capturing all answers w.r.t. T , regardless of A
and Q ∈ QL.

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Computed by adapting tools such as REQUIEM and KAON2.
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G ETTING THE QUERY OUT OF THE PICTURE
Ground rewriting of T :

datalog∨ program capturing all answers w.r.t. T , regardless of A
and Q ∈ QL.

Computed by adapting tools such as REQUIEM and KAON2.

T HEOREM

Exhaustive for all Q ∈ QL and class of FO-reproducible reasoners

The test suite obtained by injectively instantiating a ground rewriting of
T has the following properties:
1

If reasoner fails a test, it is not (Q, T )-complete for some Q ∈ QL

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

2
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G ETTING THE QUERY OUT OF THE PICTURE
Ground rewriting of T :

datalog∨ program capturing all answers w.r.t. T , regardless of A
and Q ∈ QL.

Computed by adapting tools such as REQUIEM and KAON2.

T HEOREM

1

If reasoner fails a test, it is not (Q, T )-complete for some Q ∈ QL

Exhaustive for all Q ∈ QL and class of FO-reproducible reasoners

The test suite obtained by injectively instantiating a ground rewriting of
T has the following properties:

2

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

We thus obtain both sufficient and necessary conditions
Ian Horrocks
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Experimental setting:

E XPERIMENTS
Ontologies: LUBM and fragment of GALEN.

Queries: LUBM queries and sample queries for GALEN

Reasoners: Sesame, OWLim, Minerva,
Jena (Micro, Mini and Max), DLE-Jena
Our tool:

Uses REQUIEM for computing UCQ and Datalog rewritings

For UCQ rewritings, it computes injective/full instantiations
(simple TS)

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

For Datalog rewritings, it computes injective instantiations
(non-simple TS)

Ian Horrocks
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Time (s)
]S
Time (s)
]S

E XPERIMENTS
Q1
0.7
20
0.6
4

Q2
0.2
2
0.2
1

Q3
6.7
2 352
0.6
22

Q4
0.2
8
0.2
4

Q5
2.1
1207
1.2
169

Q6
0.7
345
0.4
37

Q7

7
3 092
1.5
36

Q8

2.4
5
2.5
1

Q9

7.4
3 919
0.6
169

Q10

0.07
7
0.05
2

Q11

0.2
25
0.1
3

Q12

0.2
10
0.1
5

Q13

0.05
1
0.08
1

Q14
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1.2
2
1.2
1

Computation of simple test suites for LUBM.

Q,T
Cw

CsQ,T
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8
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Q5
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1.2
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Q6
0.7
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0.4
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Q7

7
3 092
1.5
36

Q8

2.4
5
2.5
1

Q9

7.4
3 919
0.6
169

Q10

0.07
7
0.05
2

Q11

0.2
25
0.1
3

Q12

0.2
10
0.1
5

Q13

0.05
1
0.08
1

Q14

Computation of simple test suites for LUBM.

Q,T
Cw

CsQ,T

Time (s)
]S
Time (s)
]S

Q10

34
12 085
6
151

Q20

67
12 085
40
151

Q30

4.6
79
1.7
25

Q40
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14
6 049
2.2
79

Computation of simple test suites for GALEN.

CwQ,T
CsQ,T
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5
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7
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3
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1
0.08
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Computation of simple test suites for LUBM.

Q,T
Cw

CsQ,T

Time (s)
]S
Time (s)
]S

14
6 049
2.2
79

Q10

34
12 085
6
151

Q20

67
12 085
40
151

Q30

4.6
79
1.7
25

Q40

Computation of simple test suites for GALEN.

CwQ,T
CsQ,T

Time (s)
]S

Q50
5.2
41

GALEN
Q60
Q70
1.3
2.7
23
31

Q80
1.6
12
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LUBM
Q15
1.4
22

General test suites computed from datalog rewritings for LUBM and GALEN.

CfT

Ian Horrocks
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E XPERIMENTS

Completeness guarantees for UCQ-rewritable queries in LUBM

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

System
Completeness Guarantee Completeness w.r.t. LUBM data set
JenaMax/DLE-Jena
Q1 –Q14
Q1 –Q14
OWLim
Q1 –Q5 , Q7 , Q9 , Q11 –Q14
Q1 –Q14
Jena Mini/Micro
Q1 –Q5 , Q7 , Q9 , Q11 –Q14
Q1 –Q14
Minerva
Q1 –Q4 , Q9 , Q14
Q1 –Q14
Sesame
Q1 , Q3 , Q11 , Q14
Q1 –Q5 , Q11 , Q14

Ian Horrocks
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E XPERIMENTS

Completeness guarantees for UCQ-rewritable queries in LUBM

Q50
×
×
×
×
×

GALEN
Q60
Q70
×
×
×
×
×
×
X
×
×
×

Q80
X
X
X
X
×

System
Completeness Guarantee Completeness w.r.t. LUBM data set
JenaMax/DLE-Jena
Q1 –Q14
Q1 –Q14
OWLim
Q1 –Q5 , Q7 , Q9 , Q11 –Q14
Q1 –Q14
Jena Mini/Micro
Q1 –Q5 , Q7 , Q9 , Q11 –Q14
Q1 –Q14
Minerva
Q1 –Q4 , Q9 , Q14
Q1 –Q14
Sesame
Q1 , Q3 , Q11 , Q14
Q1 –Q5 , Q11 , Q14

LUBM
Q15
X
X
X
X
×
×

Completeness guarantees for datalog-rewritable queries

OWLim
Jena Max
Jena Micro
DLE-Jena
Minerva
Sesame
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For each negative case, we found a counter-example showing incompleteness.
Ian Horrocks
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W HAT HAVE I LEFT OUT ?
Comparison of incomplete reasoners:

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Is a given reasoner “more complete” than another given one
for Q and T ?

Ian Horrocks
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W HAT HAVE I LEFT OUT ?
Comparison of incomplete reasoners:

Is a given reasoner “more complete” than another given one
for Q and T ?
Query independence beyond ground UCQs

Semantics u Scalability |= ⊥ ?

Is a reasoner T -complete for QL the language of all UCQs?

Ian Horrocks
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W HAT HAVE I LEFT OUT ?
Comparison of incomplete reasoners:

Is a given reasoner “more complete” than another given one
for Q and T ?
Query independence beyond ground UCQs

Is a reasoner T -complete for QL the language of all UCQs?
Repair of a reasoner for T
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If a reasoner is incomplete for T and ground UCQs, can we
materialise consequences of T s.t. the reasoner then
becomes complete for ground UCQs?
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W HAT HAVE I LEFT OUT ?
Comparison of incomplete reasoners:

Is a given reasoner “more complete” than another given one
for Q and T ?
Query independence beyond ground UCQs

Is a reasoner T -complete for QL the language of all UCQs?
Repair of a reasoner for T

If a reasoner is incomplete for T and ground UCQs, can we
materialise consequences of T s.t. the reasoner then
becomes complete for ground UCQs?
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And many other exciting research ideas !!!

Ian Horrocks
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Semantic Web Directions

Peter Mika

Senior Research Scientist

Yahoo! Inc.

Warning!
• This will be an opinionated presentation

– At times my
y thoughts,
g , not my
y employer’s
p y
((ask when in doubt))

– If I don’t mention it, it doesn’t mean it’s not important…

• Don’t tweet me… it will be taken out of context

-2-

This was planned to be a presentation (only)
about future directions…

-3-

Anno 2001: The birth
• Scientific American article
• Semantic Web Working Symposium at Stanford
• Semantic Web standardization begins
• EU funding!
g DAML funding!
g
• The Semantic Web starts a
career… and so am I…

-4-

Anno 2004-2006: Reality sets in

• Agents? Semantic Web Services? Common sense?
• Engineers are not logicians
• Humans will have to do (most of) the work
• Two separate
p
visions
• No one actually invests… other than the EU
• Where are the ontologies?
• Bad reputation for SW research
• The Semantic Web is looking for a job…
and so am I 

-5-

Anno 2007: A second chance
• Data first, schema second…logic third
• We get the standards we need
• A sense of community
• Some ontologies
g
• Startups, tool vendors appear
• SemTech
• The Semantic Web is in business…
and so am I!

-6-

The world of Yahoo!
• We are the premier digital media company
– 700
00 million users in 25
5 markets

• Search, online media and communication
– Content integrated into search
– Search integrated into content
– Communications driving traffic to both

• Monetization
M
ti ti
– Search advertizing
• # of searches,, CTR => RPS

– Display advertizing (“banner ads”)
• Page-views, time spent, CTR => RPM

– Subscriptions and listing fees
-7-

Convergence of search and online media

P i t off
Points
interest in
Vienna,
Austria

-8-

Information box with
content from and
links to Yahoo!
Travel

Shopping
results from
Yahoo!
Shopping

Since Aug,
2010, ‘regular’
search results
are ‘Powered
by Bing’

Meanwhile, in Search…

Search is really fast, without necessarily being intelligent

- 10 -

Why Semantic Search? Part I

• Improvements in IR are harder and harder to come by
– Machine learning
g using
g hundreds of features
• Text-based features for matching
• Graph-based features provide authority

– Heavy
H
iinvestment
t
t iin computational
t ti
l power, e.g. real-time
l ti
indexing and instant search
– Still, current search engines are far from ‘intelligent’
• Could Watson explain why the answer is Toronto?

• Remaining challenges are not computational, but in
modeling context and user cognition

– Need a deeper understanding of the query, the content and/or
the world at large

- 11 -

Why Semantic Search? Part II
• The Semantic Web is now a reality
– Billions of triples
– Thousands of schemas
– Varying quality

• End users
y
q
– Keyword
queries, not SPARQL

• Searching data instead or in addition to searching
documents

– Providing direct answers (possibly with explanations)
– Support for novel search tasks

- 12 -

Novel search tasks
• Aggregation of search results
– e.g.
g p
price comparison
p
across websites

• Analysis and prediction
– e.g. world temperature by 2020

• Semantic profiling
– recommendations based on particular interests

• Semantic log analysis
– understanding user behavior in terms of objects

• Support for complex tasks (search apps)

– e.g. booking a vacation using a combination of services

- 13 -

Why Semantic Search? Part III
• There is a model where everyone benefits

– Publishers are interested in making
g their content searchable,,
linkable and easier to aggregate and reuse

– So that social media sites and search engines can expose their
content to the right users,
users in a rich and attractive form

• Evolving attitudes

– Still many publishers are wary of their content/data being
misappropriated

- 14 -

Example: Yahoo! Enhanced Results (was: SearchMonkey)
• First major adopter of
RDFa
– Launched in May
May, 2008

• Guide for publishers to
mark-up their pages for
common types of objects
– Product, Local, News,
Video, Events, Documents,
Discussion, Games

• Using popular microformats
and RDF vocabularies
– Copy-paste code
– Validator

• Yahoo as a consumer
– Enhanced Results

- 15 -

Example: Google’s Rich Snippets
• Launched in May, 2009

• Google encourages publishers to use popular microformats
and its own RDFa vocabulary
– data-vocabulary.org

• Validator to check if the markup is correct

• Google displays enhanced results based on this metadata
– Rich
Ri h S
Snippets
i
t

- 16 -

Example: Facebook’s Like and the Open Graph Protocol

• The ‘Like’ button provides publishers with a way to promote
their content on Facebook and build communities
– Shows up in profiles and news feed

– Site owners can later reach users who have liked an object

– Facebook
F
b k Graph
G h API allows
ll
3rdd party
t developers
d
l
tto access th
the
data

• Open
p Graph
p Protocol is an RDFa-based format that allows
to describe the object that the user ‘Likes’

- 17 -

schema.org
• Agreement on a common set of schemas
– Bing,
g, G
Google,
g , and Yahoo as initial supporters
pp
– Similar in intent to sitemaps.org (2006)

• Use a single format to communicate the same information to all
three search engines

• Support for microdata

• schema.org
g covers areas of interest to all search engines
g

– Business listings (local), creative works (video), recipes,
reviews
– User
U
d
defined
fi d extensions
t
i

• Each search engine continues to develop its products

- 18 -

Research topics
• NOT scale

– Four companies
p
in the world have web scale search p
problems
– Trillion triples?

• Data quality
– RDFa/microformats
• poor quality

– Linked Data: missing coverage of ‘interesting’
interesting domains

• “We want your everything as long as it’s free” (Lady Gaga)
• What else is there besides Dbpedia?

- 19 -

Research topics
• Query interpretation
• Indexing and ranking
• Query log analysis and user profiling
• Queryy input
p and result p
presentation
• Mobile, contextual and personalized search
– Based on reality/context mining
– Based on explicit/implicit interests

• Evaluation

- 20 -

Note: don
don’tt solve the
sparsity problem where
it doesn’t exist

Potential for semantics: dealing with sparsity
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Potential for semantics: contextual search
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Show related content

Connect to friends
watching the same

Meanwhile, in Online Media…

Today’s world is a Web of Pages
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plays in

Chicago

Barack Obama

from

10% off tickets

All these pages come from structured knowledge about
people, places, and things

for

Chicago Cubs

Is a

MLB tteam

plays for

Carlos Zambrano
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plays in

Chicago

Barack Obama

from

10% off tickets

This underlying world is WOO—the Web of Objects

for

Chicago Cubs

Is a

MLB tteam

plays for

Carlos Zambrano
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isa

for

Chicago

from

Upcoming

Scott Roy

Shopping
S
plays in

Chicago Cubs

Finance
F

10% off
ff tickets
ti k t

Today our knowledge of this world is siloed, incomplete,
inconsistent, inaccurate, and hard to reuse
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Local

MLB team

plays for

Ente
ertainment

Carlos Zambrano

Sports

MLB team
isa

for

10% off tickets

from

Barack Obama

Chicago
g

plays in

Chicago Cubs

Carlos Zambrano

plays for

Our vision is a single shared knowledge base—accurate,
scalable, and easy to reuse
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Entities

Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows part II

Sh
Show
times
ti
ffor Harry
H
P
Potter
tt and
d
the Deathly Hallows part II

Show times

Show times and other information for
US movies from source B

Knowledge comes from many sources

Attributes
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Entities

Cast information for
global movies from
Wikipedia

Cast and show time
information for global movies
from licensed feeds

Combining these requires working with complementary,
parallel, and overlapping sources

Cast information for
US movies from
source A

Atttributes
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Entities

Information from
structured data
extraction on billions of
Web pages

There is a tremendous opportunity to do this directly from
Web pages, reverse engineering the Web

Atttributes

Semantic technologies for data integration

• Semantic Web provides the basic technologies for data
integration
– URIs as unique identifiers
• Retrieve data from the (internal) web
• Follow links in the data that is returned

– RDF as a common data format

– OWL as a powerful schema language for validation and
reasoning
– SPARQL for queries, reasoning and transformations
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Data integration using Hadoop clusters

– Information extraction from text (news, twitter) and webpages

– Data is ingested from web extraction, feeds, editorial content (billions of
objects)
bj t )

Data acquisition

Yahoo!’s Web of Objects
•

•

– Schema matching to the WOO ontology
– Object reconciliation

Data quality assessment

– Blending

•
Enrichment

Serving and ranking

– Feature computation based on user behavior, social signals and web content

•
•

– Selecting the right objects to show by query, user, geography etc.
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WOO ontology
• Primary use case is data validation

– During
g information extraction and throughout
g
the WOO
OO p
platform
– No reasoning

• OWL2 ontology
– Automatic documentation
– Change management
– Conversion
C
i tto Y
Yahoo
h iinternal
t
l schema
h
llanguage
– Protégé OWL as editorial tool
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WOO ontology cntd.
• Covers Yahoo’s domains
of interest
– Movies, Music, TV,
Business listings, Events,
Finance, Sports, Autos, …
– 250 classes and 800
properties (Sept, 2011)
– Available only internally

• Developed over 1
1.5
5
years by Yahoo’s
editorial team
• Aligned with schema.org
schema org
– schema.org covers only a
subset of the WOO
gy
ontology
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No photo

WOO improves our breadth, depth,
and
d accuracy b
by combining
bi i
knowledge from alternative sources,
and by modernizing how we do
matching, blending, and de-duping

Dups, errors, and outdated entities

We show many
entities we shouldn’t

Value #1 — Breadth, depth, and accuracy at scale

Real entities

Up-to-date correct entities

Incorrect store
URL

No business hours
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The integrated
g
KB lets us show
relevant knowledge from one
Yahoo property on other
properties and off network

Related knowledge in context

Value #2 — Agility launching new experiences
Answers instead of links
WOO lets us quickly create
entity centric DD modules
using the existing
knowledge in the KB

E
Emerging
i markets
k
and
d tailil pages

The KB gets us deep into the tail by combining
and
d bl
blending
di kknowledge
l d ffrom many sources
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Other potential benefits
• Dynamic interlinking of content

– E.g.
g direct links from Yahoo! News to background
g
information
in Yahoo! Music about an artist

• Dynamic composition of web pages
– Topic-entity pages

• Better understanding of user intent
– Semantic analysis of query logs
– Semantic analysis of navigation paths

• Exposure
p
of Yahoo! content using
g standard technologies
g

– Linking to external sources to make it part of the Linked Data
cloud
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Display advertizing is a
similar
i il ttop-1
1 search
h problem
bl
on the collection of
advertisements.

Potential for semantics: explicit personalization
Machine Learning based
‘search’ algorithm selects
the main story and the three
alternate stories based on
the users demographics
(age, gender etc.) and
previous behavior.
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Potential for semantics: aggregation

Hyperlocal: showing content
from across Yahoo that is
relevant to a particular
neighbourhood.
i hb h d
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Find out what your friends
have been reading.
Create conversations
around content.

Potential for semantics: integration of content and social

- 41 -
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Innovative media companies are moving in this direction

Courtesy of Silver Oliver (BBC)
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Innovative media companies are moving in this direction

Courtesy of Evan Sandhaus (NYT).

In 2011
• The Semantic Web is still evolving
– Finally,
y, a JSO
JSON syntax
y
for RDF!

• Leaner and meaner

– Bottom-up approaches: graphs, statistics, mining, retrieval,
visualization…

• We are interacting with other fields

– RDF data management is now a topic at VLDB
VLDB, others

– CIKM 2011 has 67 submitted abstracts on Semantic Search!

• The Semantic Web is 10 yyears wiser… and so am I

- 44 -

The End
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Publishing,	
  trus.ng	
  &	
  exploring	
  	
  
data	
  online	
  

Guus	
  Schreiber	
  
With	
  input	
  from	
  Lora	
  Aroyo	
  

Publishing	
  online	
  data	
  	
  
• Acceptance	
  is	
  mainly	
  a	
  social	
  process	
  

– top-‐down	
  management	
  support	
  
– middle-‐management	
  	
  champions	
  taking	
  the	
  lead	
  	
  
– bo=om-‐up	
  ﬁrst	
  users	
  from	
  diverse	
  communi@es	
  

• Technical	
  issues	
  are	
  rela@vely	
  minor,	
  but	
  s@ll	
  
require	
  some	
  work	
  	
  
– E.g.	
  canonicaliza@on	
  for	
  versioning	
  

• Authori@es	
  

– Who	
  should	
  func@on	
  as	
  authority?	
  
– W3C,	
  governments,	
  (inter)na@onal	
  organiza@ons,	
  
NGOs	
  

2	
  

Publica.on	
  guidelines	
  are	
  popular	
  

3	
  

4	
  

5	
  

•
•
•
•

Trus.ng	
  online	
  data	
  

Trust	
  has	
  been	
  on	
  our	
  research	
  agenda	
  for	
  a	
  
long	
  @me	
  
Social	
  endorsement	
  is	
  prevailing	
  at	
  the	
  
moment	
  
But	
  from	
  a	
  quality	
  perspec@ve	
  this	
  might	
  not	
  
be	
  good	
  enough	
  
Challenge:	
  linking	
  curated	
  and	
  non-‐curated	
  
data	
  

6	
  

how	
  recent	
  

Trust	
  in	
  Your	
  Social	
  Network	
  

What	
  ac@vity	
  

Where	
  

7	
  
Who:	
  person/organiza@on/public	
  ﬁgure	
  

8	
  

9	
  

Simple,	
  intui.ve	
  labels	
  for	
  trust	
  

annota.on	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  trust	
  level	
  

“the	
  frog	
  stands	
  for	
  
the	
  rejected	
  lover”	
  

“The	
  frog	
  indicates	
  the	
  	
  
profession	
  of	
  the	
  women”	
  

“Sexy	
  ladies!”	
  

10	
  

Exploring	
  online	
  data	
  

• We	
  are	
  only	
  scratching	
  the	
  surface	
  of	
  search/
presenta@on	
  facili@es	
  
• Need	
  for	
  new	
  paradigms,	
  next	
  to	
  the	
  <your	
  
favorite	
  browser>	
  one	
  
– E.g.	
  to	
  support	
  e-‐science	
  

• Serendipity	
  should	
  be	
  main	
  target	
  for	
  use	
  of	
  
seman@cs	
  

11	
  

Rela.on	
  ﬁnder:	
  .me	
  
Picasso	
  and	
  Ma.sse	
  

1907	
  

12	
  

Rela.on	
  ﬁnder:	
  style	
  	
  
Picasso	
  and	
  Ma.sse	
  

George	
  Braque	
  is	
  the	
  link	
  
not	
  trivial	
  	
  

13	
  

Challenge:	
  graph	
  paHerns	
  	
  which	
  increase	
  
recall	
  without	
  jeopardizing	
  precision	
  

14	
  

Domain-‐speciﬁc	
  paHerns:	
  
TV-‐recommenda.on	
  example	
  

• recommend	
  an	
  episode	
  of	
  BBC	
  talk-‐show	
  “Friday	
  Night	
  
with	
  Jonathan	
  Ross”	
  	
  
• because	
  the	
  guest	
  Philip	
  Seymour	
  Hoﬀman	
  is	
  an	
  actor	
  
in	
  the	
  movie	
  “Magnolia”	
  	
  
• and	
  the	
  movie	
  “Magnolia”	
  is	
  also	
  in	
  the	
  user’s	
  proﬁle	
  

15	
  

Challenge:	
  event-‐based	
  presenta.on	
  
of	
  search	
  results	
  

People	
  like	
  
narra@ves	
  

16	
  

Is	
  RDF	
  representa.on	
  a	
  boHleneck?	
  

• Are	
  the	
  eﬀorts	
  of	
  the	
  W3C	
  RDF	
  Working	
  Group	
  
worthwhile?	
  
• Depends	
  on	
  you	
  perspec@ve:	
  

– Web	
  “apostles”	
  (don’t	
  make	
  fun	
  of	
  them;	
  they	
  have	
  
done	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  good)	
  
Search	
  engine	
  
Internal	
  product	
  of	
  a	
  company	
  (e.g.	
  Adobe,	
  Elsevier)	
  
Distributed	
  database	
  manager	
  (e.g.	
  Garlik)	
  
Web	
  developer	
  (JSON)	
  
–
–
–
–

• Most	
  users	
  don’t	
  care	
  

17	
  

Thank	
  you!	
  

19	
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OWL
RDF
Protege
NeOn
LarKC
Sesame
OWLIM
...

model
re-use
interlink
store & retrieve
compress (learning)
decompress (inference)
....

Examples:
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how to build a semantic search system across heterogeneous datasets?
how to build a personalised recommendation system for web-services?
how to build a personalised filter for social media streams?
...

Knowledge Representation produced
representations,
formalisms,
algorithms
Knowledge Engineering, produced
task types,
"work-flows" (inference diagrams)
problem solving methods (workflows + data-patterns)
For the Semantic Web:
Knowledge Representation DONE
Knowledge Engineering TODO

1. an RDF-aware workflow system (= technology)
2. a typology of workflow-components (= observation + theory)
3. lots of patterns for workflows (= observation + theory)

1. an RDF-aware workflow system (= technology)
platforms: LarKC, NeOn, Protege
plugins: reasoning, learning, mapping, querying, ....
2. lots of patterns for workflows (= observation + theory)
we already have lots of workflows
and we could have had even more, if we had thought of our systems as workflows
over reusable components
3. a typology of workflow-components (= observation + theory)
One KCAP 2009 paper as the only (& half-baked) attempt so far?

make sure our current workflow systems stay alive (and improve)
technology
encourage people to think of there systems as composed of reusable components

2/15/2012 2:44 PM
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("plugins"):
workflow editors
workflow notations
workflow visualisations
build libraries of reusable components (plugins)
technology
theory
build libraries of reusable workflows
technology
theory
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Challenges for PlanetData: a DB view

(broader than original topic: LOD Benchmark Council)

Peter Boncz
Senior Research Scientist @ CWI
Lecturer @ Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Architect & Co-founder MonetDB
Architect & Co
Co-founder
founder VectorWise

PlanetData Strategy Meeting, Nov 14, 2011 Vienna.
DB/RDF Challenges for PlanetData
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Semantic Web thru DB eyes


Has it finally succeeded?
(“schema.org is it!”)

Isn’t LOD achieving success here?

Some doubts..
 Maturity of technologies
Adoption by IT as a whole



PlanetData Strategy Meeting: 14 Nov 2011,Vienna
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Database systems were never good in handling these 

3

Important paper: ICDE 2011 Neumann/Moerkotte “characteristic sets”

Systems need to re-discover structure



Abundance in correlations

Lack of structure – knowing what you don
don’tt know

Machine-readable schema
Web-adressable schema and data elements
Ultra-flexible
Ul
fl ibl iin structure  always
l
good?
d?

RDF goodies

RDF makes mature DB tech non
non-trivial
trivial
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EU project LOD2:

Bad query optimization
Lack of efficient execution engines
No locality, no real indexing

RDF stores are still primitive

Technology Maturity in this light





Helping OpenLink to address some of these issues
(vectorized column store)

Are noSQL systems a solution?
Is MapReduce a solution?
PlanetData Strategy Meeting: 14 Nov 2011,Vienna
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RDF Engines to the Next Level







Graph “cracking”: index build as side-effect of query
“recycling”
recycling intermediate results

Workload-driven Indexing

R
Run-time
i
sampling
li to detect
d
further
f h correlations
l i
Interleave optimization and execution

Move decisions to run-time

Characteristic sets for query optimization
Exploiting
p
g structure in physical
p y
layout
y
(locality)
(
y)

Ideas?
Rediscover structure and exploit it
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RDF Engines to the Next Level

Benchmarking: Linked Data Benchmark Council
 Attempting
Att
ti to
t engage vendors
d
to
t collaborate
ll b t
“a TPC for RDF”?


New and more challenging benchmarks
“Suitably designed benchmarks drive progress”
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complex query patterns on large data
geo and text data and queries
outside Linked Open Datasets that get joined to synthetic data
highly interlinked graph structures and queries on them
correlated query predicates

benchmarks with:
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Are there enough links? Are they usable? To whom?
Data quality issues

Is LOD delivering?
g

wisdom in very high quantity of shallow facts
lilight
h inference
i f
only
l (RDFS + “i
“inheritance”
h i
” + sameAs)
A)

Interesting apps seem to have

certainly makes semantic technologies more credible for the
DB community (“finally some scale”)

LOD has rejuvenated the field to some extent

LOD: the white horse of Semtech?
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Information Integration
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In fact, it is its major hurdle to success
Information integration !!= {Reasoning,Inference,Logic}

S
Semantic
Web
W b does
d
not solve
l this
h issue

AI complete, immature tech
hard to achieve high precision automatically

Has been on the DB R&D menu for 20+ years

Data integration and Schema Integration
 Different applications, organizations, time, motives
hard problem, tens of B$/y
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Has been, is, will be
It has to do something with semantics, yes

Information integration is the plague of IT

Best Chances for SemWeb breakthrough?




Does the semantic web have a solution here?
 Sta
Standardization
a
at o on
o the
t e data
ata level
eve iss part
pa t of
o itt (yes)
Techniques and Tool Ecosystem for II (no)
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Data visualization, Data Summarization, Data Quality, Data Ranking,
M
Mapping
LLanguages, D
Data + Mapping
M
Provenance,
P
Instance-driven
I
d
Matching, Expression Editors, Mapping Sharing, Mapping Ranking, ETL
pipelines, Map back to relational

PlanetData Strategy Meeting: 14 Nov 2011,Vienna




Opportunity:
use LOD to enrich business data in “legacy” systems
this data is likely to be, and remain, relational

10

High-quality open data, no production business model issue
Applicable to Business Intelligence (EUR 15B/year industry)

Linked Open Government Data

Best Chances for SemWeb breakthrough?






PlanetData Strategy Meeting: 14 Nov 2011,Vienna

Technology needs use cases to get to the next level

Ad
Advance
SemWeb
S W b in
i Information
I f
i integration
i
i



Creating and discovering LOD Use Cases

My PlanetData Call Recommendations
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Data visualization, Data Summarization, Data Quality, Data
Ranking, Mapping Languages, Data + Mapping Provenance,
Instance-driven Matching, Expression Editors, Mapping Sharing,
Mapping Ranking, ETL pipelines, Map back to relational

PlanetData Strategy Meeting: 14 Nov 2011,Vienna

BIG DATA
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A definition of Big Data

Big Data
is a trend related to the

explosion of
available data
due to the augmentation
of potential data sources

beyond traditional
structured data
Atos Research and Innovation

2000
1800
1600
1400
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200
0
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2011

Available storage

Information created

Evolution of data created and available storage capacity
(Source: IDC)

New sources of Big Data
▶ Unstructured data: multi-format,
from multiple sources
▶ Real time data: value in the real time
aspects of the data, often coming from
sensors
▶ “Exhaust” data: tech logs that had not been
previously considered
▶ Linked and shared data: data located in
multiple data silos which get a meaning
through relationships
▶ Social data: Data coming form social
networks and related systems
▶ Open data: Data made publicly available by
governments or public institutions
Atos Research and Innovation

Big Data technical challenges
▶

▶

▶

▶

Storing data
– Traditionnal RDBMS not suitable
– Requires massively distributed storage (including NoSQL databases)
Processing data
– Requires massively distributed computing framework: MapReduce, Hadoop
– Real-time Big Data processing: still emergent
Analysing data
– Data Mining / Machine Learning / Data visualization
– Requires new, specific implementation over distriuted computing frameworks
Global issues (clear needs in data usage & exploitation):
– Tools are still immature
– Require specific, rare skills / knowledge

Atos Research and Innovation

Storing Big Data
the NoSQL movement
▶ NoSQL  « Not Only SQL »
▶ Give up the relationnal model
▶ 4 kinds of databases:

– Key-value stores: distributed, persistent hashtables. Data stored by small chunks of
data. Voldemort, Membase.

– Column oriented data stores: use of bi-dimensional keys (rows and columns), data is
stored in column. Optimized for accessing consecutive elements. Google BigTable,
Cassandra, HBase, Hypertables.

– Document oriented data stores: key-value stores, data is a semi-structured document
(typically JSON or XML). MongoDB, CouchDB.

– Graph oriented databases: store and query graph structured data. Neo4j.

Atos Research and Innovation

***

Yes

Yes

Column
Oriented
***
****
Massive
amount of
data
Up to
hundreds of
servers

Cassandra

***

Yes

Yes

Column
Oriented
***
****
Massive
amount of
data
Up to
hundreds of
servers

HBase

*****

No

No

Up to tens of
servers

Heavy load

***
***

Key-value

Voldemort

***

No

No

Up to tens of
servers

Heavy load

*
*

Key-value

Membase

***

Yes

Yes

Up to tens of
servers

Rich querying,
Heavy load

Document
Oriented
***
***

MongoDB

*

Yes

No

Some servers

Rich querying

Document
Oriented
**
***

CouchDB

A comparison of open source NoSQL storage solutions

Type
Maturity
Support
Typical use
Typical cluster
size
Specific multisite
management
Map-reduce
processing
support
Performance

Atos Research and Innovation

Batch computations on Big Data
the MapReduce approach

▶ MapReduce is a framework to distribute processing tasks to a large cluster of
computers.
▶ Two steps:
– Map step: division into
independent subtasks
executed in parallel by
Map processes
– Reduce step: results
recursively merged until
the final result is computed.

▶ Map processes are executed where the data is  data transfer reduction
▶ Adaptation of the algorithms to the MapReduce method
▶ Hadoop: main MapReduce framework
Atos Research and Innovation

Towards Real time Big Data
Complex Event Processing

▶ Complex Event Processing consists in the processing, filtering, aggregation
and combination of a very large number of events (>100,000/s) in real time
▶ 2 categories of Complex event processing

– Computation-oriented CEP: Processing of both historical and real time data

– Detection-oriented CEP: Filtering and rules matching on real time data
▶ 3 concepts associated to Complex Event Processing
– Events: occurrence of an action, threshold…
– Requests: used to trim, correlate and aggregate events

– Listener: called when a set of criteria is met to send proper notifications
▶ Main products in the field: Yahoo! S4, Esper, Streambase
Atos Research and Innovation

Application

Application

Read/ Write / Update / Delete APIs

Data brokerage platform (analytics & decision)

Caching

private / public cloud

Preparing

Index

Search

Metadata

Distributed
FS

RT Data API

Analytics

Self data

unstructured & non commited data
external data
distribute content and / or policy based

Cache

(all data)

Internal DBMS
Cache
Self data
Index
Search
Metadata

Atos Research and Innovation

Relational / No SQL
DBMS

in band

Static data
API

Big Data elements together
A Data brokerage platform

Private cloud
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Business potential

Source: “Big data: The next frontier for innovation, competition, and productivity”, McKinsey
13 Atos Research and Innovation

Big Data vs. Application domains/sectors

14 Atos Research and Innovation
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Open Source Big Data Management at Atos (I)

▶ Atos Worldline (HTTS)
– Atos Worldline provides e-commerce
solutions to several major e-sellers,
in particular to the majority of French
mass retail sellers
– One of the main features of this kind
of customer is the massive amount
of users that their e-commerce
websites have to handle
simultaneously.
– For its next e-commerce solution,
Massilia, Atos Worldline is
investigating the use of NoSQL
solutions for some data storage tasks
16 Atos Research and Innovation

Open Source Big Data Management at Atos (II)
▶ Atos Research & Innovation

– BUSCAMEDIA
• main objective is to provide a semantic tool to index, access, and locate media
content. In order to perform the automatic categorization and annotation of media
content, the technologies being applied are based on Google’s MapReduce concept,
using Hadoop to implement this functionality (http://www.cenitbuscamedia.es/)
– BEinGRID Project
• 25 business experiments and a toolset repository of grid middleware upper layers
• TAF-GRIDs experiment: to detect Telecom Fraud where customers’ usage records were
exchanged, captured, stored, and analyzed among different telecom operators. The
technologies used to perform the experiment were Globus Toolkit, for computational grid
jobs and, OGSA-DAI, for data management. http://www.beingrid.eu

▶ Atos Worldgrid

– Open Node: definition of a NoSQL storage mechanism for SmartGrid. In the context of
Open Architecture for Secondary Nodes of the Electricity SmartGrid, a repository is being
implemented using an Open Source Big Data solution. Cassandra has been chosen as the
best solution for this implementation.
17 Atos Research and Innovation
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Atos and the International Olympic Committee

Every two years… a new organization
▶ With 4 billion customers
▶ Operating 24/7
▶ Creating a cohesive team of highly
trained professionals out of ever
changing partners
▶ Successfully operating in a new
territory

AtoS is the official IT provider for the International Olympic
Committee since Barcelona 1992
Flawless IT – on time, on budget
▶ Designing, building, and operating
the critical IT infrastructure and
systems that ensure the smooth
and secure running of the Olympic
Games’ IT and the immediate
availability of results

19 Atos Research and Innovation

Olympic Games: facts and figures

20 Atos Research and Innovation

Technological complexity: demanding data storage and processing

21 Atos Research and Innovation

Organizational complexity: the preparatory phase also
manages a lot of data

22 Atos Research and Innovation
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The FI PPP: Positioning in the FI landscape

24 Atos Research and Innovation

FI PPP Programme Implementation

25 Atos Research and Innovation

FI-WARE: Some figures and data

Atos Research and Innovation

Main data

26 partners
5 Universities
4248 Person Months
(excl. open calls)

Total Funding 41 M€
Open calls 12,3 M€
Total budget 66,4 M€

Three years duration

FI-WARE: Objectives

Atos Research and Innovation

FI-WARE: Collaboration with Usage Areas

Atos Research and Innovation

FI-WARE and Big Data

▶ The FI-WARE project addresses, among others, the following Data Management
topics:
– Publish/ Subscription
– Complex Even Processing (CEP)
– Multimedia analysis
– Unstructured data analysis
– Meta-data pre-processing
– Semantic annotation and application support
– Big Data analysis, based on

• Hadoop (heterogeneous MapReduce platform mainly used for ad-hoc data
exploration of large sets of data.)
• MongoDB: a scalable, high-performance, open source, document-oriented database.
• SAMSON Platform: high-performance streaming MapReduce platform that is used for
the near-real time analysis of streaming data.
29 Atos Research and Innovation

Additional resources

▶ Project website: http://www.fi-ware.eu/
▶ The wiki: http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/

– The Vision of FI-WARE
– The FI-WARE Chapters and Respective Technical Content
– The FI-WARE Agile Development Methodology, Status, and Progress

▶ FI-WARE High Level Description: public deliverable available
in https://forge.fi-ware.eu/
▶ FI PPP in general: http://www.fi-ppp.eu/

30 Atos Research and Innovation
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Final Remarks
▶

▶
▶
▶

Combine long term strategy for Big Data research with well focused short
term projects/ experiments focused on :
– Industrial sectors (public administration, manufacturing, health, retail, etc)
– Evaluation of RoI
– Gathering new requirements (instead of starting with a technology-push
approach)
Look (& solve) at issues such as privacy & security, other regulatory aspects,
economic elements like suitability of organizational structures
Define incentives for data usage and added value creation (ex.
http://ourservices.eu/  showcasing open government and open data)
Collaborate with other initiatives that could bring new resources,
– FI PPP
– Technology Transfer to industrial organizations (energy, manufacturing)

32 Atos Research and Innovation
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Perspectives for Open Data and
large data analytics
Gregor Hackenbroich, BI Practice, SAP Research, February 8th, 2012

Exciting perspectives …

2

US Census data on SAP HANA (use Safari, Chrome or Firefox browser): http://hanayourworld.testdrivesap.com/yourworld/yourworldusa.jsp

© 2012 SAP AG. All rights reserved.

…for large Open Data analytics

… there is a clear indication that after being mainly a research topic
in Academia, now semantic technologies have reached an inflection
point in the market. (Frithjof Dau, SAP Community Network 2011)

Q: … I wanted some good links, references, information on what
companies need to do to integrate their SAP BI environment with
the Linked Data?...
A: … what do you mean exactly with "linked data“ …
(SAP Community Network 2010)

© 2012 SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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(Linked) Open Data pain points *
Killer apps

“LOD has to find its way directly into mainstream technology such as CMSes, Search Engines, Web
Applications, Mash-Ups and we have to show … the direct added-value of this technology.”
Benefit

“We have to directly show …benefits to users so they receive an instant gratification for contributions
to the Web of Data.”
Data quality

“…some argue that the “linked data cloud” is a big heap of data which cannot be used for professional
purposes…Automatic mechanisms to curate linked data … play a crucial role for the next phase of
linked data economics.”
Enterprise integration

“Using Linked Data for data integration in large enterprises has an enormous potential… Linked Data
technologies can easily fill the gap between unstructured Intranet search and expensive & complicated
Service-oriented Architectures.”

4

*from http://www.community-of-knowledge.de/beitrag/the-hype-the-hope-and-the-lod2-soeren-auer-engaged-in-the-next-generation-lod/
© 2012 SAP AG. All rights reserved.

OData for SAP Products
Use Case

Light-weight consumption of data from business
systems in mobile and casual UIs

Technology
RESTful API in SAP NetWeaver Gateway
Based on OData / Linked Data (partially)
Protocol extensions allowing for semantic
annotations of data

see http://help.sap.com/saphelp_gateway20/helpdata/en/2f/d48687c1e14e87915d41e595a4285d/content.htm
© 2012 SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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Linked Data at SAP Research: Example
FP7 (NMP-ICT-FoF) Research Project ComVantage
“Collaborative Manufacturing Network for Competitive Advantage”

Linked Data as a medium for data sharing within
collaborations in manufacturing
Inclusion of social media / Web 2.0 sources
Consumption of Linked Data on mobile devices
At SAP: Extensions of „OData for SAP Products“
towards „LinkedData for SAP“

© 2012 SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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To be addressed

Move away from search-centered research towards (semantics & interoperability
for) analytics for the benefit of the European industry

Joint industry & government organization effort to publish government data that
is useful for augmenting business intelligence data

Demonstrations of added business value achieved through extending business
application APIs with partially public data APIs

Standardization of formats driven by key players for the common benefit in
certain market segments adopting Web data best practices

Observation: The obstacles to adoption of Open Data are not primarily of a
technical nature

© 2012 SAP AG. All rights reserved.
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The statutory liability for personal injury and defective products is not affected. SAP has no
control over the information that you may access through the use of hot links contained in
these materials and does not endorse your use of third-party Web pages nor provide any
warranty whatsoever relating to third-party Web pages.

SAP shall have no liability for damages of any kind including without limitation direct,
special, indirect, or consequential damages that may result from the use of these materials.
This limitation shall not apply in cases of intent or gross negligence.

SAP assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this document. SAP does not
warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information, text, graphics, links, or other items
contained within this material. This document is provided without a warranty of any kind,
either express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement.

This document is a preliminary version and not subject to your license agreement or any
other agreement with SAP. This document contains only intended strategies, developments,
and functionalities of the SAP® product and is not intended to be binding upon SAP to any
particular course of business, product strategy, and/or development. Please note that this
document is subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice.

The information in this document is proprietary to SAP. No part of this document may be
reproduced, copied, or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without the express prior
written permission of SAP AG.

All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective
companies. Data contained in this document serves informational purposes only. National
product specifications may vary.

Sybase and Adaptive Server, iAnywhere, Sybase 365, SQL Anywhere, and other Sybase
products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Sybase, Inc. Sybase is an SAP company.

Business Objects and the Business Objects logo, BusinessObjects, Crystal Reports, Crystal
Decisions, Web Intelligence, Xcelsius, and other Business Objects products and services
mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks
of Business Objects Software Ltd. Business Objects is an SAP company.

© 2012 SAP AG. All rights reserved

No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose
without the express permission of SAP AG. The information contained herein may be
changed without prior notice.
Some software products marketed by SAP AG and its distributors contain proprietary
software components of other software vendors.
Microsoft, Windows, Excel, Outlook, and PowerPoint are registered trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation.
IBM, DB2, DB2 Universal Database, System i, System i5, System p, System p5, System x,
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z/VM, z/OS, i5/OS, S/390, OS/390, OS/400, AS/400, S/390 Parallel Enterprise Server,
PowerVM, Power Architecture, POWER6+, POWER6, POWER5+, POWER5, POWER,
OpenPower, PowerPC, BatchPipes, BladeCenter, System Storage, GPFS, HACMP,
RETAIN, DB2 Connect, RACF, Redbooks, OS/2, Parallel Sysplex, MVS/ESA, AIX,
Intelligent Miner, WebSphere, Netfinity, Tivoli and Informix are trademarks or registered
trademarks of IBM Corporation.
Linux is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other countries.
Adobe, the Adobe logo, Acrobat, PostScript, and Reader are either trademarks or
registered trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other
countries.
Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation.
UNIX, X/Open, OSF/1, and Motif are registered trademarks of the Open Group.
Citrix, ICA, Program Neighborhood, MetaFrame, WinFrame, VideoFrame, and MultiWin are
trademarks or registered trademarks of Citrix Systems, Inc.
HTML, XML, XHTML and W3C are trademarks or registered trademarks of W3C®, World
Wide Web Consortium, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Java is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
JavaScript is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc., used under license for
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StreamWork, and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their
respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP AG in Germany and other
countries.
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Die in dieser Publikation enthaltene Information ist Eigentum der SAP. Weitergabe und
Vervielfältigung dieser Publikation oder von Teilen daraus sind, zu welchem Zweck und in
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Linked Open Data and RDF Stores meet
Search Based Applications
PlanetData Call 2 Strategic Workshop, 08-Feb-12, LUX
Dr. Christoph Goller, Director Research, IntraFind AG

Outline
 IntraFind
 Search Based Applications (SBA) / Enterprise Search

 Natural Language Processing (NLP): extract semantics from text

 RDF Stores and Linked Open Data (LOD)
 SBAs, RDF Stores and LOD: bringing it all together
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IntraFind Software AG
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Lucene Committers: B. Messer, C. Goller

Employees: 25

Partner Network (> 30 VAR & embedding partners)

More than 700 customers mainly in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland

Founding of the company: October 2000

IntraFind Business Model






Linguistic Analyzers for most European Languages
Named Entity Recognition
Text Classification
Semantic Search
Clustering

Automatic Generation of Semantics

Support (up to 7x24), Services, Training, Stable API

Products are a combination of Open Source Components and in-house Development

Product Company: iFinder, Topic Finder, Knowledge Map, Tagging Service, …

Our Open Source Search Business:
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Search Based Applications (SBA)

“The elements that make search powerful are not necessarily the search box, but the ability to
bring together multiple types of information quickly and understandably, in real time, and at
massive scale. Databases have been the underpinning for most of the current generation of
enterprise applications; search technologies may well be the software backbone of the future”
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---Susan Feldman, IDC LINK, June 9, 2010

 bring together data from multiple sources (structured and unstructured)
 Massive Scalability of Web Search (fulltext indexes are NoSQL DBs)
 Agile: days vs. months
 Semantic NLP Technologies to analyze, enrich, and aggregate source data
 Usability of Web Search

 Search Box (natural language)
 Facets / Dynamic Clustering (refining navigation / web shops)
 ad hoc reporting and analysis (dashboard tools, information visualization)

 build BI / decision tools on structured and unstructured information
 E.g. Social Media Opinion Mining

PlanetData Call 2 Strategic Workshop, 08-Feb-12, LUX

iFinder

Result from
Unstructured Data

Result from
Structured Data
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Unique
Search Box

Facets
(correlated terms)

Facets
(named entities)

Facets
(other meta-data)
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Full-text search combined with Knowledge Maps

iFinder Knowledge Map
Tab browsing

Content sources provide
filtering capabilities within
the Knowledge Map
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Search-while-you-type
based on filters (in this
example: filter „author“)
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Morphological Analyzer vs. Stemming
Morphological Analyzer:

bags -> bag (Noun)

bought -> buy (Verb)

going -> go (Verb)

English

Taschen -> Tasche (Noun)

Bücher -> Buch (Noun)

rannte -> rennen (Verb)

lief -> laufen (Verb)

German

 Lemmatizer: maps words to their base forms

bacteria -> bacterium (Noun)

 Decomposer: decomposes words into their compounds
Kinderbuch (children‘s book) -> Kind (Noun) | Buch (Noun)

Versicherungsvertrag (contract of insurance) -> Versicherung (Noun) | Vertrag (Noun)
Holztisch (wooden table), Glastisch (table made of glass)

king -> k ???????????

 Stemmer: usually simple algorithm
going -> go
Messer -> mess ??????
PlanetData Call 2 Strategic Workshop, 08-Feb-12, LUX
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Advantages of Morphological Analysis

 Combines high Recall with high Precision for Search Applications
 Improves subsequent statistical methods

 Better suited as descriptions for semantic search / faceting / clustering than
artificial stems, categories used for phrase detection
 Reliable Lookup in Lexicon Resources
 Thesaurus / Ontologies
 Cross-lingual search

 Available Languages:

 German, English, Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, Russian, Polish,
Serbo-Croatian, Greek, Chinese, Arabian, Pasthu
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Named Entity Recognition (NER)
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Automated extraction of information
from unstructured data

People names
Company names

Brands from product lists

 Technical key figures from technical data
(raw materials, product types, order IDs,
process numbers, eClass categories)

Names of streets and locations

Currency and accounting values

Dates

Phone numbers, email addresses, hyperlinks

 Search query: Which people / companies
strongly correlate with each other?

10

Named Entities: Applications in Search

Applications:

 Facets
 Search for „Experts“
 Additional Query Types

 Index Structure: Additional Tokens on the same position:
 N_PersonName

 N_Peter Müller
 N_Peter
 N_Müller

 Search for a person named „Brown“
 Search for a company near „founded“ and „Bill Gates“
 Question Answering / Natural Language Queries (Demo)
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Text Classification

Topic Learner

Topic
Association

Topic Classifier

Classifier
Rules
(Parameters)

 Automatic Assignment of Documents to Topics based on their content

Topics 1……N

Definition of

Learning Phase
Example
Documents

Classification Phase

New
Document
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Applications of Text Classification

 News: Newsletter-Management System
 Spam-Filtering
 Mail / Email Classification

 Product Classification (Online Shops), ECLASS /UNSPSC

 Subject Area Assignment Libraries & Publishing Companies
 Opinion Mining / Sentiment Detection
 Part of our Tagging Services
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RDF Stores & Linked Open Data

 RDF Stores:

 Originally designed as Meta-Data model: machine-readable information
 Triples: subject-predicate-object
 General Data Model for Knowledge Representation
 Query and Inference Languages: SPARQL

 Linked Open Data:

 method of publishing structured data so that it can be interlinked
 Uses RDF

PlanetData Call 2 Strategic Workshop, 08-Feb-12, LUX
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Linked Open Data
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SBAs, RDF, and LOD: bringing it all together
 Use RDF Stores to store structured data within SBAs

 LOD (Ontologies / Thesauri) can be used for tagging, topic identification, disambiguation,
Auto-Complete, Did-You-Mean, Semantic Search, Navigation / Facetts, Cross-Lingual

 Use LOD/knowledge to better link structured and unstructured data
 Use LOD/knwoledge (not only statistics) to better determine query-document matching
 Use LOD-Resources for improving / developing Information Extraction NLP components

 RDF Stores may benefit from SBAs in terms of scalability
 (e.g. Project Sindice: Offloading RDF Content into a Lucene Store)
 Other NoSQL DBs

 RDF stores and LOD are designed for machine-usability but human usability is needed
 Vision:

 combine Fulltext Search an RDF Stores into a single (Enterprise) Content Repository
 provide a simple unified intuitive user interface for accessing all (Enterprise)
knowledge, structured and unstructured

 Current and Future Needs for SBAs: more Semantics, more NLP
PlanetData Call 2 Strategic Workshop, 08-Feb-12, LUX
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Questions?

+49 89 3090446-0
+49 89 3090446-29
christoph.goller@intrafind.de
www.intrafind.com

Dr. Christoph Goller
Director Research
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Web:
IntraFind Software AG
Fraunhofer Strasse 15
82152 Planegg
Germany
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Opinion Analytics: a virtuous
cycle for business and society
Hugo Zaragoza

Opportunities
• Obvious opportunities for marketing
marketing,
advertising, product development, etc.

• Beyond this: an opportunity for being heard,
f regrouping,
for
i ffor making
ki a change:
h
a virtuous cycle

some examples

101,853 users of online social media collected over a
ti
time
period
i d off almost
l
t six
i months
th tto measure th
the
spatio‐temporal sentiment towards a new vaccine.

Salathé M, Khandelwal S (2011)
Assessing Vaccination Sentiments with Online Social Media: Implications for Infectious Disease Dynamics and Control.
PLoS Comput Biol 7(10): e1002199. doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.100219
Center for Infectious Disease Dynamics, Penn State University

Challenges: Data Acquisition /
Exposure
Targeted
g
Crawlingg
Acquisition from Social Sites
Public/Grop/Private
Meta‐data Acquisition:

((tool late for fresh‐whole web))

• Ob
Obvious
ous Open
Ope Data
ata challenges
c a e ges
• Content Acquisition:
–
–
–
–

• Interlinkage
• Authentification
• Legal / Ethical

Challenges: SE Infrastructure

• Traditional SE algorithms and “machinery”
machinery do
not adapt well to text analytic problems.
• Many problems need new solutions:
– indexes, updating, compresion, caching…

TYPICAL TEXT ANALYTICS APPLICATION:

SE Infrastructure
((example:
l query ffrequency profile)
fl )
TRADITIONAL SEARCH:

Challenges: IE and NLP
• New problem definitions
– From polarity to topics, agents, moods, etc.

• Text analytics
y
& “descriptive
p
statistics”
– “Open Data statistics” ?

• New Performance Measures:
– Top heavy, Cost‐aware, Asymmetric…

• Democratization:
– From a single large client with dedicated resources…
– To a myriad of small‐medium size applications

Challenge: ML / NLP / IE
( d the
(and
h need
d ffor Semi‐Automatic))

• NLP and IE technolog
technology ccurrently
rrentl onl
only works:
orks
– in micro‐domains, with supervision

• They require quality assurance and
quality/confidence indicators.

Example: Active Learning @ Websays

Lower Bound
In your
Quality / Confidence

Thank you.
you

Roadmapping Workshop
Luxembourg, 8th of February 2012
Big Data Requirements for
Environmental Sensing
Dr. Joachim Schaper, AGT Research
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AGT Introduction

2

Our Mission

AGT International’s mission is to anticipate
and address the critical public safety and
security challenges of the 21st Century.
We offer intelligent, end-to-end solutions that
assist governments, corporations, communities,
and individuals in the effective management
of complex environments.
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Headquartered
in Switzerland

Protects the
equivalent of 109
years of German
oil consumption

Represented by our
diverse global team

Invested in R&D – key
facility in Darmstadt,
Germany

2,000 employees
across 5 continents
and 10 cities

At a Glance

Managing $8 billion
in projects since its
founding in 2007
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2008

$53

R&D Investment

$23
2007

$71

2009

$105

2010

$150

2011

Over $400M USD between 2007 and 2011
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Industrial

ISTAR
Platforms

Urban
Management

Professional
Services

Cyberspace
Security

Law
Enforcement

Transportation
Hubs

Corporate

Maritime

Our Portfolio: Areas of Business

Border
Protection
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Introduction Environmental Sensing
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•

•
•

Problem and Solution

Problem
– City authorities lack real-time pollution information, information about
pollution sources, and air quality trends
Solution
– Up-to-date urban air quality information collection
End users
– City authorities
– Research centres
– Enterprises interested in environmental data

10
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Motivation: Urban Citizens Life
Urban life

• Living in cities: US 79%, UAE 85 %
• > 2 million people/year die from breathing
PM10 particles (WHO)
• Lack of personal awareness to pollution
effects in daily life

Jogging	
  in	
  USA*	
  
	
  
• 15	
  million	
  (5%)	
  jog	
  or	
  run	
  for	
  health	
  and	
  
ﬁtness	
  
• Around	
  39,000	
  par?cipate	
  in	
  NYC	
  marathon	
  
• Exercising	
  in	
  polluted	
  area:	
  Improving	
  or	
  
damaging	
  health?	
  

* http://www.emedicinehealth.com/running/article_em.htm	
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Global Asthma Facts and Figures

*Global Asthma distribution figure 2004	


Worldwide (2009 statistics)
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• US, UK, Canada leading
• 300 million sufferers, 250,000
annual death
• Workplace conditions -> 11% of
Asthma cases

* http://www.ginasthma.org/pdf/GINABurdenReport.pdf	


Asthma in US and UK

UK*
61 million  5.4 million asthma treatment
1.1 children, 4.3 adults
<2 children> with asthma in every classroom
Every 17 min a child is admitted to hospital
because of their asthma
1.131 deaths in 2009 (i.e. 3 fatalities per day)
Asthma treatments costs the government about
900 million euro per year
USA
• 34.1 million sufferers (10 %)
• 8 million children
• 3,384 deaths in the United States in 2005
• 40% of children with asthmatic parents will
develop asthma
• asthma grew by 4.3 million from 2001 to 2009

*http://www.asthma.org.uk/news_media/media_resources/for_journalists_key.html	
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Dust,gas,UV,temp

Microphone,
acceleration

Health Information
(context based,
personal)

AGT Personal Air Quality Assistant

Environmental
Sensor device

Reduce asthma
symptoms,
Avoid Asthma
attack

Health Recommendations
( UV, air pollution)

Healthy Route
(Jogging, bicycling,
walking)
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Storage

Estimated average payload data traffic:
– high density sensor data (20%)
– medium density sensor data (40%)
– low density sensor data (40%).
Estimated peak payload data traffic:
– high density sensor data (60%),
– medium density sensor data (20%),
– and low density sensor data (20%).

Scalability & Performance
•

•

•

Incoming # of
data packets
Low density
Medium density
High density

avg # [#/s]

104,492
417,968
1,253,904

peak # [#/s]

6 month period [TB]
63.54
254.16
762.50

35,984
143,936
431,808

Storage capacity required
Low density
Medium density
High density

34 billion
41 billion
46 billion

Number of SMS sent in Germany
(BITKOM report 05/2011)
# SMS 2009
# SMS 2010
est. # SMS 2011
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(Research) Areas to be addressed

• Large Data Sets at low cost, with long life span
• Data fusion from very different sources (sensors,
social media, web)
• Enabling Service creation and Service re-combination
• Real-time user access
• Different delivery models
• Support for new business models

Urban Management
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Thank you for your attention!
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